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Cadogan Contemporary is delighted to present yes I said Yes, a solo exhibition featuring new works by acclaimed 
American artist Elise Ansel.

Central to Ansel’s project is her practice of translating Old Master paintings into a contemporary pictorial language 
through the lens of feminine subjectivity. She uses an idiom of energetic gestural abstraction to mine art historical 
imagery for colour and narrative structure, abstracting and interrupting the representational content, in order to exca-
vate and transform meanings and messages embedded in the works from which her paintings spring.

Comprised of over fifteen paintings, the exhibition includes responses to masterpieces such as Titian’s Rape of 
Europa (1560-62). Ansel transforms scenes of violence against women into images of consensual pleasure. ‘Painters 
of that era used mythological content to explore eroticism,’ Ansel says. ‘My attack is on sexism, not on sex. My intent 
is to reclaim the erotic energy and discard the violent coercion. In Titian’s painting, the strength of the male aggres-
sor is re-enforced by the agency of the male painter. I reverse the polarity. The heretofore silent object (of the male 
gaze) is granted agency and becomes the subject, the author of the narrative, which she has the power to change.’

http://www.cadogancontemporary.com


At face value Ansel’s work is not overtly political or feminist but by applying her contemporary female perspective to 
centuries-old male works of art, Ansel addresses art history’s hegemonic, and often misogynistic, narrative, as well 
as the continued gender inequality in our society. Says the artist: ‘I flip the orientation and use abstraction to inter-
rupt a destructive narrative and transform it into a revel of colour, movement and asymmetrical balance, building on 
what’s already there to create something new.’

It is this balance between social statement and painterly process that gives Ansel’s work its compelling combina-
tion of depth and accessibility. Her political message may be strong, but it never overshadows the sheer beauty of 
her paintings, which act as a dialogue not only between artist and viewer, but also artist and artist. Ansel states ‘My 
paintings are not a critique of the Old Masters but rather a use their depth and resonance to shine a light on dispari-
ties that plague our society today.’

The exhibition title, yes I said Yes, is carved from the last line of James Joyce’s Ulysses, a novel which inspired An-
sel’s project of translating classical works into contemporary language. Slicing and re-arranging words from this text 
manifests the transformative energy, the sparagmos, the tearing apart, weaving, unravelling, and re-weaving that is 
the heart of her activity. 

Ansel first creates small, spontaneous oil studies of the Old Master artworks. She uses these as points of departure 
for her large scale paintings, which she works out on a grid. The more considered large paintings embrace the 
choreography of the small works with an increased emphasis on colour and gesture. Sometimes she references the 
entire composition, sometimes she enlarges and abstracts a single detail. 

Says Freddie Burness, Director of Cadogan Contemporary: ‘Elise’s work fuses accident and design, intuition and 
intellect, abandon and constraint. The subject also becomes the substance and surface of oil paint, the range of its 
applications, the ways it can be used to celebrate life. We are delighted to be staging our fourth solo presentation of 
one of the most compelling abstract artists of her generation.’

A fully illustrated catalogue with a text by Rick Moody has been produced to accompany this exhibition and is avail-
able upon request.
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For further information, please contact:

Mark Inglefield
mark@albanyartscommunications.com
t: + 44 (0) 20 72 78 30 29; m: + 44 (0) 75 84 19 95 00

Harry Dougall
harry@albanyartscommunications.com
t: +44 (0) 20 7278 3029; m: + 44 (0) 77 69 51 25 42

Notes to Editors

About the artist:
Elise Ansel was born and raised in New York City. She received a BA in Comparative Literature from Brown University in 
1984. While at Brown, she studied art at both Brown and RISD. She worked briefly in the film industry before deciding to 
make painting her first order medium. She earned her MFA in Visual Art from Southern Methodist University in 1993. Ansel 
has exhibited her work throughout the United States and in Europe. Her works are held in the permanent collections of 
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Krakow, the Bowdoin College Museum of Art and the Evansville Museum of Arts and 
Sciences. She is currently represented by Danese/Corey in New York City, Ellsworth Gallery in Santa Fe, and Cadogan 
Contemporary in London.
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Opening hours:
Monday – Friday: 10am – 6pm 
Saturday: 11am – 6pm

87 Old Brompton Road London SW7 3LD
+44 (0)20 7581 5451
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About Cadogan Contemporary:
Cadogan Contemporary is a truly independent art gallery which was founded in 1980 by Christopher Burness. En-
glish in sensibility, the gallery represents both British and international artists. From hyperrealism to pure abstraction, 
the gallery’s selection is eclectic but retains an enduring identity. Christopher and his son Freddie, who joined the 
gallery in 2013, continue to exhibit established and critically acclaimed artists, but are always on the lookout for new 
talent.

Over the past 40 years, the gallery has gained prominence, royal patronage and developed its catalogue of artists, 
first from its premises in Draycott Avenue and, since 2007, at 87 Old Brompton Road in South Kensington. Today, 
Cadogan Contemporary benefits from a solid reputation both amongst clients and artists and is a member of the 
Society of London Art Dealers. 
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